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With the approachable instruction and contemporary approach to drawing featured in Anywhere,
Anytime Art: Illustration, aspiring creatives of all backgrounds can learn how to make illustrative
art on the go using pencil, pen, colored pencil, and more. Learn how to make art inspired by your
immediate surroundings, wherever you are—whether traveling abroad or exploring at home. Use
your art and creativity as a means to document your experiences, capture your travel memories,
and dream of new adventures. After an overview of the suggested tools and materials, explore
essential drawing techniques, such as mastering line art and gesture drawing, making quick on-
location sketches, and working with color media to complement illustrations. Helpful tips include
information for packing and traveling with art supplies, drawing in the open air, and working from
photographs. Finally, easy-to-follow and customizable step-by-step projects show you how to
creatively express yourself by combining color, pattern, texture, typography, and cultural
experience with a variety of projects. Packed with a plethora of fun and creative exercises,
Anywhere, Anytime Art: Illustration is the perfect portable resource for creative types on the go.
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Jeffrey S. Stolte, “What I expected. I look forward to using this as a reference item.”

Wayne A McCoy, “Simple fun projects and instruction that seems attainable. 'Anywhere, Anytime
Art: Illustration: An artist's guide to illustration on the go!' by Betsy Beier is an approachable art
guide with some fun art projects to remind you of the places you've been.Focusing on doing your
art on the go, this book focuses on keeping a small kit on you, different techniques, and using
found objects in your art. The projects include collage type pictures of favorite objects around
the house, and pictures of your pet that bring out their unique personality. There are travel
collage ideas using newspapers and tickets collected on travel.I like an art instruction book that
seems approachable, and the author has made pretty much everything in this book seem
attainable. The projects seem to be easy enough to try.I received a review copy of this ebook
from Quarto Publishing Group - Walter Foster, and NetGalley in exchange for an honest review.
Thank you for allowing me to review this ebook.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “An interesting art guide. Anywhere, Anytime Art: Illustration is the perfect
“how to” guide to make art on the go using a combination of medium and style.The author
introduces the reader to scientific illustration, botanical illustration, portraiture, fashion
illustration, food illustration and so on. She presents 12 creative projects as well as illustration
styles, tools (pencils: graphite pencils, watercolor pencils; sketchbooks, paint, brushes,
watercolor, gouache, and more), and techniques to create storytelling illustrations.She explores
different color palettes and shares tips on how to combine colors for subjects and evoke different
moods.The projects in this book are easy to follow: for each project, the author provides tips on
media to use, step-by-step sketches, adding patterns and details, and lastly, adding color for the
final touches.This book also covers doodling; the author shows you how to doodle with different
shapes, and how to draw and color scenery. For instance, a scene at the farmer’s market. She
guides the reader on how to make patterns, illustrate a meal—be it in a coffee shop, a
restaurant, a local grocery store—and the Japanese Kaiseki meal. She provides some high-level
tips on drawing fashion.Other projects include hand lettering, patterns—inspired by different
countries—and collage illustration. The reader will learn how to create collages using newspaper
clippings, tickets and other ephemera from their travels, draw and paint on ticket subs to create
memorabilia.This book will teach you how to find inspiration wherever you are and find beauty in
the mundane. I recommend to art lovers.Thank you to Betsy Beier, NetGalley, and Quarto
Publishing Group – Walter Foster Publishing for an ARC of this book in exchange for an honest
review.”

Literary Redhead, “Fun Art On the Go. Man do I dig that cover, which drew me like a lover. And I
stayed entranced by the fun step-by-step projects for making art on the go. Includes tips for
picking and packing art tools, selecting sites and basic illustration techniques — all designed to



help capture your travels with panache. 5/5Pub Date 14 May 2019.Thanks to the author, Quarto
Publishing Group - Walter Foster, and NetGalley for the review copy. Opinions are
mine.#AnywhereAnytimeArtIllustration #NetGalley”

The book by Betsy Beier has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 33 people have provided feedback.
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